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[Introduction]

1. Thank you for your welcome.

It’s a pleasure to be here this evening to join with

members of NSW Bar Association, many of you

former colleagues and old friends, to launch the

refurbished and upgraded Dispute Resolution

Centre.

2. Madam President, this initiative could not come

at a better time.

3. They say there are only two certainties in life –

death and taxes. But lawyers know there is

another certainty – a global financial crisis

involving complex financial instruments can

mean complex and lengthy disputes as investors

seek to recoup their losses.

4. As the C7 litigation in the Federal Court and the

Bell Group litigation in Western Australia show,

this can present distinct challenges to both

governments and the legal profession.

5. It will be necessary for governments to closely

monitor this situation to ensure that judicial and
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court resources are properly deployed. I have

outlined elsewhere a number of court reforms the

Government is developing.

6. Lawyers must also think outside the traditional

litigation paradigm. As the NSW Bar Association

has demonstrated by establishing this centre,

there is a growing awareness of the need to think

creatively about our roles in resolving disputes

outside of court.

7. This growing awareness extends to the courts.

Let me quote with approval the recent comments

of Justice David Ipp:

“If justice is to be administered for the benefit

of the entire community, reasonable limits must

be imposed on the availability of judicial

resources to particular cases.”

8. As officers of the court, we all have a professional

duty to ensure – in the words of Justice Ipp –

justice is administered for the benefit of the

entire community. As I said earlier this year, if

justice is to be relevant, it must be accessible.
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9. But this is not just an access to justice issue.

Court reform should and must be a part of the

economic debate. Unnecessary delay and time

spent in court ties up significant capital and

managerial time which could be better applied to

more productive endeavours, particularly in

times of economic downturn.

10. As a result, they are financial imposts not just

on a company but also on the broader economy.

In the current economic environment, we need

both hands on the wheel – not one on the wheel

and the other writing a witness statement.

[Alternative Dispute Resolution]

11. In this economic environment, lawyers’

obligation to examine the potential to resolve a

dispute without recourse to litigation is even

greater.

12. Negotiating a resolution should be considered as

soon as it is possible to form a view about the

nature of the claim.
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13. And, of course, where possible that should not

occur on the steps of the court.

14. Most effective practitioners have established

relationships where settlement can be explored

without third party intervention. But where

assistance is required, an ADR process facilitated

by an independent third person can be effective.

15. Even if a matter can’t be resolved through ADR,

the issues in dispute can be significantly

narrowed to shorten court proceedings and save

resources.

16. As Attorney-General I would like to see ADR

regularly attempted before legal processes are

initiated.

And further attempts made whenever

appropriate throughout the litigation process.

[Settlement of HMAS Melbourne claims]

17. In this area, the Rudd Government is seeking to

lead by example.
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18. Last week, I was pleased to announce, along with

my colleague the Minister for Defence Science

and Personnel, that the Government had

successfully settled 24 of the remaining 25 claims

arising from the tragic collision of HMAS

Voyager and HMAS Melbourne in 1964.

19. This was done with the assistance of Mr Jeremy

Gormly SC, whom the Government appointed in

July this year to review the mediation of the

outstanding damages claims and assist in the

ADR process. The negotiated outcomes achieved

in these long-standing matters show that ADR, as

part of an overall dispute resolution strategy, is

the right way to go.

[Legal Services Directions]

20. More generally, we have amended the Legal

Services Directions to place a greater emphasis

on ADR.

21. The Directions now include an obligation on a

Commonwealth agency not to start legal
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proceedings unless it is satisfied that litigation is

the most suitable method of dispute resolution.

22. Under the model litigant obligation,

Commonwealth agencies must make an early

assessment of the Commonwealth’s prospects of

success in legal proceedings.

Where it is not possible to avoid litigation, a

Commonwealth agency is to keep the costs of

litigation to a minimum.

These changes represent a significant shift in

emphasis on the place of ADR in the

Commonwealth’s overall dispute resolution

strategy.

[NADRAC Reference on ADR]

23. I have also asked the National Alternative

Dispute Resolution Advisory Council (NADRAC)

to investigate several strategies:

• to help remove barriers; and

• to ensure greater use of appropriate

dispute resolution options – both as an
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alternative to civil proceedings and during

court and tribunal proceedings.

24. NADRAC will issue a discussion paper early

next year, and I encourage all legal professionals

with an interest in this area to submit their views.

[Conclusion]

25. Madam President, congratulations on the re-

development of this Centre.

It places the Association on a sure and sound

footing in the service of parties to disputes.

26. I understand that already 67 barristers have been

accredited under the National Mediator

Accreditation System – an excellent starting point

– and one that I hope will motivate many more

barristers to become involved in promoting and

using ADR.

27. I think it’s fair to say that in an otherwise

imperfect world, we can’t guarantee that

participants in ADR will on every occasion

necessarily leave with all they wanted.
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But ADR can offer more satisfactory outcomes

than litigation.

28. Once again I welcome your initiative and have

great pleasure in launching the NSW Bar

Association Dispute Resolution Centre.

ENDS


